Problem of classification of parallel quantum channels for information transfer is studied by method of ladder operators. Detailed compared to http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0702076 presentation of method of ladder operators is given. Examples of paired channel and qubit-qunit pair are added. Relations between eigenvalues of density matrices of composite channel and its subchannels determining presence/absence of entanglement of arbitrary mixed state of channel are obtained.
Introduction
Classical theory of information is based on possibility of decomposition of arbitrary message to finite sequence of bits. For states of quantum channels of information transfer entanglement -impossibility of representation of state through direct product of states of subchannels is specific, this prevents decomposition of messages. Instead of that states of composite quantum channel are usually superpositions of such direct products (pure states), or mixtures of the superpositions.
Properties of each specific state as to decomposition to subchannels depend of numerous factors: on the one hand, for each pure state one can choose method for decomposition of channel to subchannels such that given state is represented with direct product of states of subchannels; on the other hand the whole set of possible states of composite quantum channel at each decomposition to subchannels includes more entangled states than pure states; besides that in classical approximation entanglement as the property of state of composite channel has to vanish completely.
Study of entanglement has started as early as at time of formation of quantum physics (EPR paradox) and it is continued till now as one of the most fundamental parts of quantum information theory. Measures and characteristics of entanglement developed, besides intuitive idea of concurrence [1] and partial transposition [2] , are lately re-formulated to physically meaningful properties of covariance matrix [3] . Method of ladder operators in application to composite quantum channel [4, 5, 6 ] is effective for investigation of the properties of density matrices of channel and its subchannels representing entanglement of state of channel.
Ladder operators and algebra of observables
Finite-dimensional state spaces with practically arbitrary dimensionality in quantum-mechanical problems are studied good enough -all of those are unitarily equivalent to spaces in which irreducible representations of group of isotropy of three-dimensional space characterized with given value of momentum j = N −1 2 are realized. Eigenvectors of operatorĴ 3 of momentum projection to given axis form basis associated to ladder operatorsĴ a . Ladder operators are expansion to multi-dimensional case of Stokes operators used recently for analysis of entanglement [7] . Basis vectors are generated as result of sequential effect of one of ladder operatorsĴ ± on annihilating vector |∓j of the otherĴ ∓ |∓j = 0:
It is important that ladder operators can be constructed for each orthonormal basis {|k : k = 1 . . . N} according to following definition:
(N − k) k |k + 1 ⊗ k|; completes analogy between arbitrary basis and basis of irreducible representation of group SU (2) . Ladder operators are the generating operators of matrix algebra in state space -an arbitrary observable has representation with normally ordered combination of ladder operators:
Each observable that is diagonal observable in chosen basis has eigenvalues O k that are interpolated with some function o (x) of eigenvalues k − 1+N 2 of operatorĴ 3 and thus it is the same function of that operator:
To observableÔ with non-degenerate spectrum {O k : k = 1 . . . N} basis formed with system of eigenvectors corresponds. To that basis such a system of ladder operatorsĴ {O} a corresponds that operatorĴ {O} 3 commutates with that observable and representation
takes place, for instance in form of interpolation Lagrange polynomial:
Preparation of states
In each specific event of information transfer quantum channel is prepared in one of pure states. Let us suppose that state system is orthogonal, general state of quantum channel is a weighted sum of states from that basis and each pure substate |k k| has weight set in process of preparation p k . So, system of eigenstates of density matrix as well as eigenvalues of the matrix characterize the process of preparation of state. Sequence of states can be intentional if the channel is used for information transfer, it can be random in the case of control of channel states being absent or partially random if quality of control is not enough for total control of channel. In the last case one can expect that several states corresponding to one value of information being transferred are prepared with same probability. General state is represented by diagonal density matrix with N set parameters p k to which normalization condition is applied:
This matrix has representation with polynomial ρ (z) of degree N − 1 from ladder operatorĴ 3 , that satisfies system of interpolation equations:
In arbitrary basis density matrix of quantum channel is not diagonal, it differs additionally by values N (N − 1) of free parameters of transformation matrix from group SU(N), therefore in general density matrix in arbitrary basis of state space has N 2 −1 free parameters: eigenvalues of density matrix and characteristics of basis of its eigenvectors.
Information completeness of state can be calculated by formula for von Neumann entropy
Since in basis of eigenvectors density matrix is diagonal value of entropy is calculated explicitly:
Measurement of states
Process of measurement of state of quantum channel of information transfer in each specific event is carried out in two stages. At first stage interaction of channel with analyzer and reduction of density matrix of system to mix of states determined by analyzer take place. Mathematic representation of analyzer is orthogonal resolution of identity: complete system of orthogonal projectors {|k k| : k = 1 . . . N} projecting state after interaction with analyzer, or ladder operatorĴ 3 related to those projectors. The ladder operator can be respectively considered as operator of observable.
After choice of analyzer as result of measurement there can be either distribution of probabilities:
that give N − 1 real values: diagonal components of density matrix of measured state, or N − 1 moments of observable:
values of which make it possible to determine same diagonal components of density matrix. Since N-th moment of observable depends on previous N − 1 moments such result corresponds to complete measurement for each observable compatible with analyzer, i.e. such one that its matrix has eigenvectors same to those of analyzer.
Arbitrary density matrix has N 2 − 1 independent real parameters, therefore one series of measurements can not determine state of system under consideration; an exception is observable, which basis of eigenvectors is identical to system of states in which quantum state of information transfer is prepared.
In general case N + 1 series of measurements are needed that use essentially different bases, i.e. such ones that do not transform to each other with simple permutation of vectors. For such bases operatorsĴ {m} 3 have not to commutate one with another. Sequence of mutually non-commutative operators one can easily construct having defined sequence of angles φ {m} = mπ/(N + 1). Sequence of N + 1 operators:
that do not commutate one with another
has as eigenvectors sequence of needed bases, and results of measurements of each of observablesĴ {m} 3 additionally define N −1 real numbers, independent characteristics of density matrix of measured state. General number of measurables coincides with number of real parameters of density matrix and in such way one obtains complete information of statistical properties of state of quantum channel.
The scheme described sets realization of method of quantum tomography in application to arbitrary quantum system with finite-dimensional state space. Its advantage compared to standard schemes [8] is in coordination with properties of source and/or detector since ladder operators are coordinated with system of basis vectors generated with properties of specific quantum channel of information transfer. In induced basis |m, n = |m ⊗ |n) observables of composite channel are represented by matrices with double indices:
(10) One can separate among observables of channel the observables hat depend on state of subchannel A or B only:
Invariant form of observables of subchannels:
Ladder operators of subchannels
Let us denote, with similarity to rule of angular moment addition in mind, s =
the ranks of state spaces of subchannels, and put into correspondence to bases of subchannels {|m } and {|n)} sets of ladder operators.
• Subchannel A:
• Subchannel B:
Each of the sets separately is generating for algebra of observables of respective subchannel, along with that they realize irreducible representations of group SU (2), thus direct sum of those :
realizes as well representation of the same group in state space of channel and generates induced ladder operators of paired channel. This representation is direct sum of irreducible representations of ranks {l − s . . . l + s}.
Eigenvectors | j, m of induced operator of ladder operator of composite channelĴ =Ŝ 3 ⊗Î +Î ⊗L 3 is degenerate: part of its eigenvalues are same.
Thus paired channel differs from one-part one by existence of two sets of ladder operators -irreducible setĴ a of operators (1) that are generating for algebra of observables of the channel in general and induced setĴ {ind} a formed by direct sums of ladder operators of subchannels (14).
Diagonalization of density matrices
States of paired quantum channel of information transfer are characterized by three density matrces:
• Density matrix of composite channel:ρ = 
In non-degenerate case each of those matrices has single set of eigenvectors and from (15) it follows [4, 5, 6] , that in case of system of vectors (15) being eigen system for density matrix of composite channel it is eigen system for density matrices of both subchannels. Eigenvalues p j,m of density matrix of composite quantum channel of information transfer determine probability of formation of respective state | j, m by channel source and are properties of not the channel but the source. Similarly, system of eigenvectors of density matrix is characteristic of source of channel since eigenvectors of density matrix are vectors of pure states formed by source in each separate event of information transfer by channel. Properties of medium of channel and its decomposition to subchannels determine the system of eigenvectors of subchannels and representation (15) of basis vectors of the channel.
Eigenvalues of density matrices of subchannels are:
Those determine probabilities of registration of respective states of subchannels.
To simultaneous measurement of both subchannels operation of some m-th detector of subchannel A and n-th detector of subchannel B simultaneousely corresponds. Result of simultaneous measurement of both subchannels is in joint probability distribution that can be calculated by density matrix of composite channel as trace of product of density matrix of paired channel and projectors to eigenstates of subchannels:
Properties of entangled states
Density matrix of paired quantum channel of information transfer is characterized in basis of eigenvectors N by probabilities p k sum of which is equal to one, thus in basis of eigenvectors is N − 1 = N A N B − 1 characteristics of state. Along with that density matrixes of subchannels are characterized with N A − 1 + N B − 1 = N A + N B − 2 probabilities of eigenstates of density matrices of subchannels only. Thus, in general case density matrix can not be determined by results of independent measurements of density matrices of each subchannel. Exceptions are degenerate states for which density matrix is function of induced operatorĴ
In fact the induced operator has 2 (l + s) + 1 = N A + N B − 1 different eigenvalues only, and with account of condition for sum of eigenvalues this number completely coincides with number of eigenvalues of density of subchannels.ρ . Systems of noncommuting in pairs operators:
determine complete sets of observables of the method of quantum tomography for each of subchannels. Therefore the system (
completes the observables of each of subchannels and makes it possible to determine completely state of composite quantum channel. By analogy with method of quantum tomography in application to separate quantum channel of information transfer, method for determination of state of paired quantum channel through measurement of coefficients of covariance matrix (23) should also be named paired quantum tomography .
Measurement of pure states
Pure states are the states with density matrix that has only one non-zero eigenvalue ρ j,m = 1
Result of measurement of state of one of subchannels is reduction of density matrix of state of composite channel in general and density matrix of the other subchannel. If the state of the channel is not direct product of states of subchannels measurement destroys pure state with its transformation into mix:ρ 
Density matrix of state of subchannel (25) has rank that is equal to dimension of the smaller of subchannels.
Correlation properties are determined by non-diagonal terms (24), thus by terms of double sum with different indices k = n. Probability P n of registration of one of subchannels in state n is equal:
Probability P j,m (k, n) of simultaneous registration of one subchannels in state k and the other one in state n is equal:
and conditional probability is equal:
Thus states of subchannels are completely correlated if composite quantum channel of information transfer is in one of pure states(24).
There exist exactly two independent pure states for which statistical distribution of results of measurement is absent:
all the other pure states are entangled.
Entropy of entanglement
Von Neumann entropy of composite quantum channel of information transfer is determined by function of density matrix of channel:
and is characteristic of the method of preparation of states of channel. For pure state it is equal to zero, for equilibrium mix of all possible states it takes the largest value log 2 N. Degeneration of state is accompanied by increase of entropy. In fact, if two eigenvalues of density matrix almost coincide one can use substitution
does not include input from difference of eigenvalues and therefore derivatives of entropy as functions of difference of eigenvalues are determined with two terms only:
and are equal:
One can see that at degeneration d → 0 first derivative tends to zero whereas second derivative remains negative.
Values of von Neumann entropy for subchannels are determined by distributions (16) and (17) of probabilities of registration of each of engenstates of subchannels:
Naturally, Shannon entropy for each of subchannels can differ due to inadequate choice of measuring devices.
Since even in the case of pure state |j, M of composite channel states of subchannels are usually mixed, conditional entropies S j,M differ from zero and are determined by respective Clebsch-Gordan coefficients:
This expression determines entropy of entanglement [9, 10] of arbitrary pure state of composite quantum channel, and thus information on state of subchannel that can be obtained as result of measurement of state of the second subchannel.
Value of entropy of entanglement is bounded from above with dimension of the smaller of the subchannels. Really, each of the sums (33) includes not more than 2s + 1 terms, respectively to dimensionality of state space of the smaller subchannel, thus one has evaluation:
Entropy of entanglement (33) is generated with process of reduction due to measurement of pure state of paired channel. Input of that value to information capacity of paired channel depends on the method of measurement.
In the case of measurement carried out only in one (the larger, for certainty) subchannel, given state of subchannel |m l can be obtained if the state of the channel belongs to the set:
Number of those sets is somewhat smaller than (2s + 1) 2 = N 2 A , thus the upper boundary of information on state of channel (Holevo limit) is equal:
For uniformly distributed channel the right-hand part is exactly equal to maximally possible value log 2 N B of information obtained by the larger subchannel.
In the case of measurement carried out independently in both channels (without account of correlation of results of measurements in subchannels)loss of entropy as result of measurement of pure state is 2S j,M and Holevo limit becomes smaller than the one admissible for the larger subchannel.
Measurements with account of correlation between subchannels give incomplete determination of state as well since the same pair of eigenvalues m l and m s of operators of observables of subchannels one can obtain for 2s+1 (or a bit less) different states {|j, m l + m s : j = max (l − s, |m l + m s |) . . . l + s}. Respective Holevo limit can be estimated as S N − log 2 N A .
Examples
General expressions of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are not enough for explicit determination of all the properties of paired quantum channels of information transfer. Hereinafter examples demonstrating general properties of paired channel are studied in more detail.
Similar subchannels
Let us suppose that paired quantum channel is divided into two parts with isomorphous state spaces H A = H B . Respectively, state space of composite channel is space of recond rank tensors on states of each of the channels H = H A ⊗ H B = H A ⊗ H A . Such a channel we call here a dual one. 
The state remains entangled till density matrix is not degenerate. To disentangled states density matrix correspond in which all the eigenvalues with same quantum number m are the same:
Now let us consider a more specific non-trivial example l = 1 (subchannels with smaller dimensionality are just a pair of qubits).
The basis is formed by the following entangled state vectors: Completely entangled state (j = 0) includes all the basis vectors of state spaces of subchannels:
Entropy of entanglement of the state S 0,0 = log 2 3. Three partially entangled states (j = 1) include only a pair of basis vectors of state spaces of subchannels each:
Entropy of entanglement of each of the states S 1,m = 1. Three entangled states (j = 2): two include only pair of basis vectors of state spaces of subchannels each whereas the third is completely entangled:
Entropy of entanglement of two states S 2,±1 = 1, of the third one -S 2,0 = log 2 3 − 1/3. Two not entangled states (j = 2) include only one basis vector of state spaces of subchannels each:
For uniformly distributed state p k = 1/9 and Holevo limit:
is equal to 3.88 bits instead of 4.755 bits for one-particle channel.
Bisection of composite channel
Method of bisection is one of the most efficient methods of classical information theory since just with that method finite set of events is represented by subset of some power of Boolean algebra and points of event set -with sequence of zeroes and unities. State space of quantum channel of information transfer of paired dimensionality at application of bisection method gets representation with direct product of two-dimensional state space of the smaller subchannel qubit and N 2 = 2l + 1 -dimensional state space of the larger subchannel. In the case of state space of composite channel having dimensionality 2 d such separation of qubits can be continued d times till the state space of the second subchannel is left two-dimensional decomposition of quantum channel of information transfer to multi-qubit takes place. In the case of state space of composite channel having other dimensionality it can always be embedded to space dimensionality of which is power of two and be considered as subspace of multi-qubit state space.
In spite of state space separate state of quantum channel not always can be given by composition of qubits, that for it is needed for construction of channel to admit simultaneous measurement of each of qubits. So, quantum channel in which information carrier is one electron that can be in several potential wells is not a composite channel since concurrently only one measurable can be measured. Two electrons with arbitrary spin in two or more wells form a pair of qubits, and in four wells for decomposition into three qubits three electrons are needed.
Here properties of composite channel in which one of subchannels has two-dimensional state space, and the other one, arbitrary, are studied.
Paragubit
The simplest example of such channel is a paraqubit that consists of two parts and has four-dimensional state of common states. That state space is divided into three-dimensional irreducible subspace (triplet one) with basis of eigenvectors of operator J {ind} 3 :
and one-dimensional (singlet) with basis:
Two states are non entangled, and two entangled states of paraqubit give for the particles same uniformly distributed mixed states with degenerate density matrices:
In realization of paraquibit with pair of electrons asymmetry of states with respect to permutation decreases state space of composite channel to onedimensional, always entangled. Realization with pair of photons has threedimensional state space with one entangled and two not entangled states.
Complete four-dimensional state space is possible in the case of use of different parts as one and the other qubits only.
Qubit-qutrit
The following example is pair of particles with six possible states. Result of separation of qubit is subchannel with three states qutrit. Six-dimensional state space is separated into four-dimensional and two-dimensional irreducible subspaces. Four-dimensional irreducible subspace of state space of composite channel has two not entangled states with basis vectors:
and two entangled ones
Two-dimensional subspace has two entangled states:
Entangled states have following one-particle density matrices:
In each of entangled pure states state density matrices of each of the parts of the qutrit have only two non-zero eigenvalues each, and there is no state equidistribution.
Qubit in multi-state channel
Let us now consider bisection of composite channel with arbitrary given dimensionality N = 2N B . Under consideration that the smaller subchannel is a qubit, i.e. has two-dimensional state space, quantum number of the larger subchannel is l =
, and eigenvalues of the induced ladder operator J {ind} 3
are the following combinations of the vectors of induced basis:
There are only two not entangled states, those correspond to combination of the end states of both subchannels.
Input of each of entangled states to density matrix of composite channel is given with the expressions:
Inputs from states with same quantum number m are same one to another. Those include with given coefficients diagonal in induced basis terms that generate similar terms in density matrices of subchannels: 
differ with sign only. Just the cross terms are responsible for entanglement of states, thus state of composite channel is disentangled only in the case of compensation of all the cross terms, this is provided if all the differences of eigenvalues p l+1/2,m − p l−1/2,m go to zero:
Reduction to zero of all the differences is condition of disentanglement of arbitrary mixed state.
Density matrices of subchannels are diagonal
Density matrix of the smaller subchannel is characterized with one parameter q deflection from equilibrium state:
therefore weighted average value of parameters of entanglement q m for each pair of modes is equal
This sum is not equal to zero if at least some cross terms are not compensated and the state is entangled. Eigenvalues of density matrix of the larger subchannel are determined by combinations of four adjacent eigenvalues of density matrix of the channel:
and have following representation:
Disentanglement of all the pairs of states of composite channel with same values m is accompanied with transformation of density matrix of qubit to equilibrium one. At that density matrix of the larger channel remains almost arbitrary: its eigenvalues become sums of neighboring eigenvalues of density matrix of composite channel:
though one should not expect any additional degeneration independent of properties of density matrix of not entangled composite channel. Sequence of relations (51) can be used as indication of entanglement of mixed state of composite channel. In fact, each non-zero value in sequence:
makes evidence of absence of disentanglement of one of [l − 1/2] pairs of states.
Indications of entanglement of qubit in composite channel. As the result, study of bisection of composite quantum channel of information transfer carried out by method of ladder operators has the following indications of entanglement of qubit state with the state of the second cubchannel:
• deflection from equilibrium of density matrix of qubit, according to formula (50), is indication of entanglement, though absence of such deflection is not indication of disentanglement of state;
• absence of N 2 −1 pairs of same eigenvalues of density matrix of composite quantum channel of information transfer is indication of entanglement of state;
• for each four eigenstates of density matrix of composite quantum channel that make input to some state |µ) (µ| of the larger subchannel the expression (53) makes it possible to check absence or presence of effect of entanglement of those states on the state of the channel.
Entropy of composite channel with qubit
Let us begin from the simpliest example. Entropy of arbitrary mixed state of pair of qubits is determined by eigenvalues of density matrix:
with portion p s of singlet state, portions p 0 and p 1 of states of independent parts and portion p t of entangled triplet state. Probabilities of states satisfy the conditions
In induced basis that very matrix looks likê
where one can easily see the part responsible for entanglement of states (the last line). This part vanishes in the case of coincidence of portion of singlet and entangled triplet states, p s = p t . Let us denote:
In those denotations entropy of arbitrary state of pair of qubits is:
while entropy of one of qubits is given by expression:
If the portion Vanishing of entanglement of states in the example given above takes place due to degeneration of density matrix: coincidence of eigenvalues p s and p t corresponding to entangled states. Along with that coincidence of other pairs of eigenvalues does not bring to existence disentanglement of states. Entropy of such state and its subchannels is
To total degeneration of eigenvalues of density matrix value of non-degeneracy measure d = 0 corresponds. Graph in figure 2 represents dependence of entropy of paraqutrit and its qubit on measure of non-degeneracy of state. To completely degenerate state same value of entropy of paraqutrit and its qubit corresponds, while arbitrary deflection from degeneration is accompanied with entropy of qubit exceeding entropy of channel. General expression for entropy of the smaller subchannel qubit can easily be obtained from the expression (49):
similarly the expression for entropy of the larger subchannel from expression (51):
Effect of degeneration one can easily analyze in the case of bringing together two sums in (59): S = −p l+1/2,l+1/2 log 2 p l+1/2,l+1/2 − p l+1/2,−l−1/2 log 2 p l+1/2,−l−1/2 − l−1/2 m=−l+1/2 p l+1/2,m log 2 p l+1/2,m + p l−1/2,m log 2 p l−1/2,m .
(62)
Degeneration of pair of eigenvalues p l−1/2,m → p l+1/2,m can take place irrespectively from all the other eigenvalues of density matrix and is accompanied with increase of entropy to conditional maximum.
Conclusions
Method of ladder operators gives detailed information on properties of composite quantum channels.
Measurement of state of paired quantum channels of information transfer requires determination of not only density matrices of each of subchannels but covariance matrix as well. The method of paired quantum tomography proposed (23) makes it possible to determine completely state of paired quantum channel of information transfer with measurement of minimal needed number of incompatible observables.
Number (N A + 2) (N B + 2)−1 of needed incompatible observables is large enough, therefore indications of entanglement of states that would require measurement of substantially smaller number of observables are needed. In practical example of paired channel one of subchannels of which is qubit the following properties of density matrices of subchannels that are indications of entanglement of state exist:
• deflection from equilibrium of density matrix of qubit, according to formula (50), is indication of entanglement, though absence of such deflection is not an evidence of disentanglement of state;
• For each four eigenstates of density matrix of composite quantum channel that make input to some state |µ) (µ| of the larger subchannel the expression (53) for eigenvalues of composite state and the larger subchannel makes it possible to check absence or presence of entanglement of that very states.
